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ABSTRACT
The discrete math area known as combinatorics has specific applications in 
statistics. In this paper, the relationship between combinatorics and statistics will be 
explored. Major areas of concentration will include: generating functions, special 
combinatorial numbers and their use in statistics, and the specific relationship of these 
functions and numbers to some of the more common discrete distributions found in 
statistics.
Ill
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Of the two main divisions of mathematics, continuous and discrete, most attention 
is paid in basic courses to the continuous. Integral calculus is emphasized more than the 
calculus of finite differences. In statistics, a short amount of time is spent on discrete 
variables and distributions before they become an afterthought to any theorems stated for 
continuous variables. The discrete mathematics area known as combinatorics has a 
useful tool for building a bridge between the discrete and continuous areas of 
mathematics, specifically, the Stirling numbers. Jordan notes ""Stirling’s Numbers are of 
the greatest utility in Mathematical Calculus. This however has not been fully recognised 
[sic]; the numbers have been neglected, and are seldom used” [11], (p. 143). The 
numbers have popped up from time to time, with different names and notations, and 
perhaps the different authors themselves did not realize they dealt with the same numbers. 
Jordan continues, ""Stirling’s numbers are as important or even more so than Bernoulli’s 
numbers; they should be placed in the centre [sic] of the Calculus of Finite Differences” 
[11], (p. 143).
This paper explores the relationship of certain areas of combinatorics to statistics. 
In particular, the second chapter deals with generating functions, one of the foundations
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
2of combinatorial analysis. Riordan states, “even in the simplest part of the theory of 
combinations and permutations, generating functions are essential to presenting this 
theory in a simple general form” [13], (p. 6 8 ). Basic generating functions are discussed 
first, then a number of generating fimctions directly from statistical theory. The next 
chapter explains Stirling numbers of the first and second kind, as well as their 
relationship to each other. In addition, other combinatorial numbers related to the Stirling 
numbers are explored, all with direct interpretations in the study of occupancy problems. 
Throughout, examples or equations involving the relationship of these numbers to 
probability or statistics have been given. Finally, the last chapter is a brief discussion of 
the generating functions and the Stirling numbers as they directly relate to two discrete 
statistical distributions, the Poisson and the Binomial.
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CHAPTER 2
GENERATING FUNCTIONS
Generating functions are important combinatorial tools in the algebra of 
sequences. Generating fimctions are the tools, and probability and statistics are fields of 
application in which the tools are used.
Definition 2 . 1  “If {a^} is any sequence of real numbers,... then f(x) is the 
generating function for if:
f(x) =Uo + a ,x  +  a 2 X'H— ha„x“+ -" "  [2] (p.58).
Generating functions may be found by several methods, the easiest being 
recognition of common power series expansions. For example, it is well known that the
expansion of f(x) = ( 1 -  x)~‘ is f(x) = 1 + x + x‘ +• • • = ^  x‘. Hence, given the sequence
{1,1,1,...}, the generating function is f(x) = ( l - x )~ ‘. Other methods for finding 
generating functions include taking the derivative, integral, or other operation of a 
common expansion. For instance, suppose the sequence {1,2,3,...} is given. The 
generating function of this sequence may be found by noting that g(x) = 1 +  2x + 3x‘+- • • 
is equal to taking the derivative of x  times f(x), when f(x) is defined as above. Thus
g(x) = (xf(x)) = ( l - x ) " \  is a generating function for the sequence. Following
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
are some of the more common generating functions that will be of use later:
I) ( 1 - x )  '
t=0
« 0 t=o V I
4)
t=o V -
The most basic aspect of probability is counting technique. There are two distinct 
areas of counting, combinations and permutations. Generating functions can be used to 
generate sequences for combinations and permutations, as will be explored next.
Ordinary Generating Functions
Definition 2.2: A combination is the number of ways k objects can be chosen 
from n total objects, without regard to order. This is commonly represented as:
f  n'i
C (n,k) = n!
k ;  k ! ( n - k ) ! '
Example 2.1 : Suppose there are 10 numbered balls in an urn. The number of 
combinations when selecting three balls at random is:
C(10,3) =
1 0 " 10 !
3(7)!
=  120.
Since we are determining the number of combinations, selecting balls 2, 5, 9 is 
considered the same as selecting balls 5, 2,9.
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
5From the above definition, it is obvious that the generating function for a 
combination is the binomial series
x“.
This generating function is commonly referred to as an ordinary generating fiinction. It 
is an enumerator of combinations of n distinct items. The following example shows the 
use of this enumerator.
Example 2.2: Using the ordinary generating function, suppose x = 1. Then,
''n"'
. In other words, “the total number of combinations of n distinct2 - = X C ( n , t )  = X
t=0 t= 0 V  '•
things, any number at a time is 2“” [12] (p. 8 ). Similarly, if x = -1 , then 0 = ^ ( - 1 ) ‘
1=0
Setting the enumerators for x = 1 and x = - 1  equal to each other and expanding, one
/
Obtains 2"-' = %  = Z
1=0 v2 t+ ly 1 = 0  V^t
Exponential Generating Functions
Definition 2.3: A permutation is the number of ways to arrange k  objects given n 
distinct objects. The number of permutations is calculated as:
P(n,k) = n ( n - l ) ( n - 2 ) " - ( n - k  + l).
Following this idea, there are n ways of choosing the first object, (n -1 )  ways of choosing 
the second object, and so on, until there are (n -  k + 1 ) ways of choosing the fcth object.
Example 2.3: Again, suppose there are 10 numbered balls in an ura. The number
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
of possible permutations when selecting three balls is:
P(10,3) = 10(9)... (4) =604,800.
Note that selecting balls 2, 5 ,9  is different from selecting balls 5, 2 ,9  when enumerating 
permutations.
Permutations are related to combinations through the following formula:
P(n,k) = k!C(n, k).
This relationship can be extended to find the generating function for permutations:
( i + x ) .= j ; c c i i , k ) x ‘ =
k= 0  k= 0 ^  •
Thus, the generating function for the permutation is
X  .
k
£  P(n, k) ~  = P(n,0) + P(n,l)x + P ( n ,2 ) ^ + . .  .+P(n, n) ^ . 
This function is also known as the exponential generating fiinction.
Probability Generating Functions
Definition 2.4: Suppose the random variable X can take on the values 
{x[ x ,,.. . ,x „ j with corresponding probabilities {p,,p 2 ,...,p„} . 'Ihcprobability 
generating function may be expressed as:
^  Pit ' = E (t^ ) ,
i=0
where 0 < Pj < 1  and ^ p ;  = 1 , for i=0 , l , 2 ,...,n, and E(t^) is the expected value of t^ .
i=l
Example 2.4: Let x be the random variable generated by tossing a fair die. In this
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1  ® Icase. Pi = — for i=l,2,...,6. The probability generating function of X is P^(t) = V  —t*
6  6  6  6  6  6  6  1 - t
If two events are independent, it is well known that the probability of both events 
happening is the product of the individual probabilities. This, too, is the case for 
probability generating functions. Let x, be the random variable associated with an event, 
and assume x, can take the values 0,l,...,s with probabilities Po,Pi,...Ps. Also, assume x, 
is a random variable associated with a different, independent event. Suppose x, takes 
values 0, l,...,r with probabilities Po ,p[,...p '. The generating function of x, is 
P o  + Pit + pjt'H— Fp,t' and the generating function for x, is P o  + p[t' + pU'^H— Hp t^" .^ 
The generating function for the joint probability of (x ^ x ,)  may be found by multiplying 
the generating functions for x, and x, together to obtain:
PoPo + ( P o P l ) t ‘ + ( P o P l ) t ' ’ + ( P l P l ) t ‘t ' ‘ + ’ ' ’+ ( P s P r ) ^ * ^ " ' -
Example 2.5: Suppose we toss the die in the previous example four times and 
record the number each time. The probability that the sum of the four numbers equals 20 
can be found by using the probability generating function. Since each of the tosses is 
independent, the probabilities are multiplied together to obtain:
p(x,)p(x 2 )p(x 3 )p(x 4 ) = 1 t ^ i - t ^ r
6 '  ( 1 - t /
The probability that X, + Xj + X, + X 4  = 20 is the coefficient of t*° in the expansion of 
the above expression, which is equivalent to the coefficient of t‘® in 6 '^ (l -  t®)^(l - 1 )”^ .
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
8Now, = l - 4 t® + 6 t‘* - 4 t ‘*+ 1 "'^ , so the coefficient of i n 6 ~*(l-t®) ( l - t ) ”*
= 6 "^[{coefficient of t ‘® in ( 1  -t)~^ }-4{coefficient of t '“ in ( 1  - 1 )~^}
+6 [coefficient of t'* in ( 1  - t)~ * }]
=  6 ‘
(V
4.
35
1296
Thus, the probability of getting a sum of 20 on four rolls of a die is 35/1296 [10].
Moment Generating Functions
Moments are special expected values which can be used to identify features of 
distributions.
Definition 2.5: Given a random variable X,
a) the rth moment about the origin is: = E (X ').
b) the rth moment about the mean (also known as the central moment) is defined 
as: /i, = E [X -E (X )7  = E [ ( X - y ] .
The first moment about the origin is the mean, and the second moment about the 
mean is the variance. While these two measures provide much information about a 
distribution, the knowledge gained from studying higher moments may also be helpful in 
determining the properties of a distribution. The third moment about the mean, /ij, is a 
measure of skewness, or the distance from the mean to the mode in an asymmetrical 
distribution. The fourth moment about the mean, is a measure of kurtosis, or the 
degree of peakedness of a distribution. A high kurtosis indicates that there are many
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
values concentrated near the mean.
Moments of distributions can be expressed through generating functions. For 
discrete variables, the moment generating fiinction of X is
Mx(t) = E(e‘'^) = X e '^ f (x )  = P(e‘), 
where f(x) is the probability density function of a given distribution, and P(e‘) is the
probability generating function of e ‘.
The above may be more obvious as a generating function if Mx(t) is expanded 
using the Taylor series expansion. In this case.
M,;{t) = E(e“ ) = E
2! r! j
t- f'
= 1 + tE(X) + — E(X ' )+• • -F -  E ( x y  ■
2 ! '  '  r!
t“ t"^
=  1 +  / i t  +  / i ,   + • • • + / i r  F' • •
- 2 ! ' r!
From this expanded form, it is easy to see that the coefficients of the function give the 
moments about the origin, through the following relationship:
Lo- ( 1 - 1 )
Moments generating functions are useful tools in statistics. Several theorems 
involving moment generating functions may be invoked to simplify operations on random 
variables.
Theorem 2.1: Given random variables X and Y, if Y = aX + b , then 
My(t) = e'’‘Mx(at).
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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Proof: My(t) = E(e^'') = E(e‘^ ^^") = E(e“'^e'’‘) = e“E(e“‘^ ) = e'^Mx(at).
Example 2.6: This theorem may be used to relate ± e  moment generating function 
for the rth moment about the origin with that for the rth moment about the mean,
E ^ (X -/i) 'j .  L e tY = ( X - / i ) .  Then M y(t) = Mx_^(t) = e"'“Mx(t). Using equation 
d '
d t'
Theorem 2.2: If X ,,...,X „ are independent random variables with moment 
generating functions Mx,(t), for i = l , . . . ,n ,  then the moment generating function of
Y = l x ,  isM ,( t)  = M x,(t)...Mx_(t).
i= l
Proof: My(t) = E
= E(e‘^ '---e‘^ ")
= E(e‘^ ‘)--E (e ‘^ *)
= M x,(t)---M xJt)
Example 2.7: Let X i,...,X „ be independent Poisson random variables with
n
corresponding parameters and Y = £ X ;. The moment generating function for
i= i
Poisson random variable X; is exp[/ti(e‘ -  l)j, and hence, the moment generating function 
for Y is:
My(t) = M jt) . . .M x ,( t)
= exp[/t,(e' -  l)]---exp[/i„(e‘ - 1 )]
R eproduced  witti perm ission of ttie copyrigfit owner. Furtfier reproduction profiibited witfiout perm ission.
Il
= exp[(//,+--H -//J(e‘ - l ) ]
Theorem 2.3: (Uniqueness theorem) If X, and X, are random variables with 
moment generating functions (t) and M x,(t), respectively, then X, and X, have the 
same distribution if and only if Mx^(t) = M x,(t) for all t.
Example 2.8: In the example shown above, the moment generating function of Y 
is given as My(t) = exp|^(/t^4— F/tg)(e' -  l)j. This indicates that the distribution for Y is
Poisson(/ii+-••+//„).
Another type of moment generating function is known as the factorial moment 
generating function.
Definition 2.6: = E [(X )J = E[X(X - 1)--(X -  r +1)] is the r\h factorial
moment o i X .  The factorial moment generating function of X is Gx(t) = E[t^].
Notice that if t is replaced with 1 + 1 , then the factorial moment generating
function is E^(l + t)^j = £ e [(X)_^]^, which will be used later.
The relationship between factorial moment generating functions and moment 
generating functions can be seen in the following simple equation:
OxW = E[t"] = E(e'"") = M„[lnt].
The factorial moment generating fimction is also a probability generating 
function, and it uniquely determines the distribution of a random variable. This follows
g
from the fact that the probability generating function Px(t) = £ P k t* '‘ = E (t^),
k= 0
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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a D_
Px(l) = Pk = 1, and Px(l) = ~  E(X). Continuing to differentiate and evaluate
k=0 k=0
for t = 1 yields Px'(l) = £ k ''^ p ^  = E [(X )J. This concept is summarized in the following
k=0
theorem.
Theorem 2.4: If the factorial moment generating function of X  is given by G x(t), 
then: l ) G x ( l )  = E(X)
2 )G ;( I)  = E [X (X -1)]
3) 0S;’(1) =  E[X(X - 1 ) -  .(X -  r  + 1)]
Example 2.9: Given this theorem, it is possible to compute regular moments from 
factorial moments. Note that E[X(X -1 )]  = E[X‘ - X ]  = E (X ') -  E(X). Thus,
E(X=) = E(X) +  E[X(X - 1)] = O x (l)+ G x (l).
/i “ fkA
Definition 2.7: The binomial moment is ^  “ X  Pk ’ the binomial
r! k=0 '
moment generating fiinction is Bx(t) = ^  B^t’’ = Px(l + 1 ).
r= 0
Binomial moments are ordinary generating functions. They are closely related to 
factorial moments. In addition, they are related to regular moments through the following 
identity:
M x ( t )  =  B„(e‘ - l ) .  ( 2 . 2 )
Following is a table relating the probability generating function to the various 
moment generating functions described above:
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
Table 1 Relationships between generating functions
P(*) M(*) !!(*)
P(t) t log t t- 1
M(t) e' t e ‘ - l
B(t) 1 +t log(l + 1 ) t
[13] (p. 85)
13
Cumulants
The logarithm of a moment generating function is known as the cumulant 
generating function.
Definition 2.8: V  k,. — = log V  — is the cumulant generating fimction. The 
^  r! ^  r!
coefficients, K^, of t '/r ! , are the r'* cumulants ofX.
Cumulants are also called semi-invariants, since all cumulants except the first are 
invariant under a change of origin.
From the definition, it is evident that the cumulants are functions of the moments 
of X. In order for the cumulant generating function to exist, the moment generating 
function must exist. In addition, cumulants cannot be directly calculated. It is first 
necessary to calculate the moment generating function then take the logarithms, or use a 
table, to find cumulants
n
In Theorem 2.2, it was shown that when Y = ^ X ; , My(t )  =  ( t ) . . .M x ( t)  for
i= l
independent X;. Similarly, given the same Y, K^{t) = x:x^(t)+"-f-?Cx__(t). In other words, 
“the cumulant of the sum equals the sum of the cumulants, which makes the name
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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‘cumulant’ appropriate” [9] (p.21).
The first three cumulants in terms of moments about a point, and the first three 
moments about a point in terms of cumulants are:
K, = p ,
fC3 = P 3 - 3 p 2 p ; + 2 / i -
Pi -  K",
f i , =K, +K- ,
P 3  = x : 3  + 3k^_Ki+kI .
The first three cumulants in terms of moments about the mean, and the first three 
moments about the mean in terms of cumulants are (X; = 0 ):
fC2 = P 2
K , = f i , - 3 n i
P 2  — ^ 2
P 3  — X3
P 4  =KT4  + 3x;.
Example 2.10: For the binomial distribution, the moment generating function is 
(pe‘ + q )”- Thus, the cumulant generating function is
nlog(pe‘ + q) = niogi l + pt + . ^ + '
= n< pt + — +• 
2 !
+ 1
3
The cumulants, which are the coefficients of t '/ r ! ,  are found by expanding the equation 
and gathering like terms. Thus, the first four cumulants for the binomial distribution are: 
KTi = np K2 = npq kTj = npq(q -  p) k ^ =  npq(l -  6 pq).
The first three moments are the same as the first three cumulants, however, the fourth 
moment is P 4  = 3(npq)^ + npq(l -  6 pq). “The fourth cumulant is simpler in structure
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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than the fourth moment in this case, and in almost every other distribution commonly met 
with in statistical practice” [6 ] (p.45). In addition, the following equation holds for larger 
cumulants of the binomial distribution:
= P q -3 7 -dp
Finally, the factorial cumulant generating fiinction is defined as the logarithm of 
the factorial moment generating function, and the factorial cumulants, (fc)^, are the 
coefficients of t\/r! in the function. Any relationships between the cumulants and the 
factorial cumulants are the same as the relationships between the moments and the 
factorial moments. However, “the factorial cumulants are not often used in statistical 
theory ... because they do not in general lead to any greater simplification than is found 
with the central moments (or cumulants) on one hand or the factorial moments on the 
other” [6 ] (p.5l).
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CHAPTER 3
COMBINATORIAL NUMBERS RELATED 
TO STATISTICS
Stirling numbers
Stirling Numbers of the First Kind
Stirling numbers of the first kind are “the coefficients in the expansions of the 
factorial into powers” [3] (p. 2534).
Definition 3 .1 : Given the falling factorial (x)^ = x(x - 1)- • -(x -  n + 1), the Stirling 
numbers o f  the first kind are the numbers s(n,k) which satisfy
lc= 0
with the conditions s(0 ,0 ) = 1 , and s(n,k) = 0  fork > n.
Example 3.1 : It is apparent that s(n,k) may be found directly by expanding the
falling factorial. In the simple case of n = 3,
(x ) 3  = x ( x - l ) ( x - 2 )
= x  ^- 3 x ‘ + 2x  
= 2 x - 3 x ' + x^  ,
and hence, s(3,l) = 2, s(3,2) = -3 , s(3,3) = 1. When n and k are large, it is neither prudent
16
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nor necessary to calculate the Stirling numbers of the first kind in the above manner. A
table may be created using the recursive relationship given in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1: If n and k  are positive integers, then
s(n + 1 , k) = s(n, k - 1 ) -  ns(n, k ).
Proof: By definition, (x)^^, = x(x -1)- • -(x -  n + l)(x -  n)
= (x )„ (x -n ).
By distributing and using the definition of Stirling numbers of the first kind,
(x L i= ( x ) „ ( x - n )
= (x )„x -(x )„n
= X s(n ,j)x '^ ‘ - £ s ( n , j ) x 'n .
i = 0 j = 0
Also by definition of Stirling numbers of the first kind, (x)^^, = ^ s ( n  + l,k)x’‘.
k= 0
Setting the two equations for equal to each other and changing all limits to k, we
g+I 0 + 1  Q
obtain: £ s ( n  + l,k)x"' = ^ s ( n , k - l ) x ‘ -£ n s (n ,k )x '" .
k= 0  k= l k=0
Hence, s(n + l,k ) = s (n ,k - l ) - n s ( n ,k ) .
The following table is Stirling numbers of the first kind, computed by using the 
recurrence relation, for 1  < k < n < 5.
Table 2 Stirling numbers of the first kind, s(n,k)
n/k 1 2 3 4 5
1 1
2 - 1 1
3 2 -3 1
4 - 6 1 1 - 6 1
5 24 -50 35 - 1 0 1
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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The Stirling numbers of the first kind are simply coefficients. However, the 
signless Stirling numbers o f  the firs t kind are “the number of permutations of a set of n 
elements which can be decomposed into ^ cycles”[3] (p.2541). This interpretation of the 
Stirling numbers of the first kind is more useful in statistics.
Definition 3.2: The signless Stirling numbers o f  the first kind are the t(n, k) 
defined by t(n,k) = |s (n ,k ) |= (-l)“~‘‘s(n ,k).
Stirling Numbers of the Second Kind
Stirling numbers of the second kind have a direct interpretation in statistics. The 
Stirling number of the second kind, S(n,k), is the number of partitions of an n-element 
set into k  nonempty subsets. This definition is most useful in occupancy problems. In 
addition, it is more often the Stirling numbers of the second kind, rather than the first 
kind, that are used in derivations of statistical distributions and other statistical 
applications.
Definition 3.3: The Stirling number o f the second kind, S(n,k), is the coefficient 
in the expansions of powers into factorials:
x" = ^ S (n ,k )(x )^
k=0
where S(n,k) = 0 for k > n, S(n,0) = 0 for n > 1 , S(0,0) = S(n,n) = 1.
Example 3.2: Find S(3,2).
By definition, x  ^= S(3,l)(x), +S(3,2)(x)^ 4-S(3,3)(x)^. Now,
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(x), = X
(x), = X- -  X
(x)j = x ^ - 3 x ' + 2x ;
thus, x^  = S(3,l)x +  S(3,2)(x‘ -  x) + S(3,3)(x^ -  3x' + 2 x ). For this equation to hold true, 
S(3,l) = 1, S(3,2) = 3, S(3,3) = 1. Hence, S(3,2) = 3.
Alternately using partitions, suppose the three elements of the set are {a,b,c}. 
Then, the set may be partitioned into two nonempty subsets as follows:
({a},{b,c}), ({b},{a,c}), ({c},{a,b}).
Again, S(3,2) = 3.
Definition 3.4: A formula for Stirling numbers of the second kind that will be 
used later is S(n, k) = - j , where A is the finite difference operator Au„ = 0 *+, -  u„.
In the above case, AO" = 1", A'Q" = 2" -  2, A?0" = 3" -  3 • 2“ + 3, et cetera. The
direct definition for A‘"G“ is A'‘0 “ = ^  . (-l)^(k  -  j)“ , through the calculus of finite
j = o  U  y
differences. The A'^ G" are known as dijferences o f  zero.
A"G' 1Example 3.3: Sf5,4) = --------= —
 -------  4! 24 4= - ( ; ) 3v g ) 2=)-g)(.’)
= ^ [ 1 0 2 4  -  972 +192 -  4] = IG.
As with Stirling numbers of the first kind, a recursive relationship is defined in the 
following theorem.
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Theorem 3.2: If n and k are positive integers, then 
S(n + 1, k) = S(n, k - 1) +  kS(n, k ) .
Proof: Suppose S is an (n +1)-elem ent set. Let a s S  and S '=  S -{ a } . Then, 
S(n + 1, k) may be achieved by either:
1) adding class {a} to S '( n ,k - l ) ;  or
2) adding a to any one of the k classes in S '(n ,k ).
The above are unique cases, so the results may be added together to obtain the result.
Example 3.4: Find S(4,2).
According to the theorem, S(4,2) = S(3,l) +  2S(3,2). By definition, S(3,l) = 1, and from 
the previous example, S(3,2) = 3. Hence, S(4,2) = 7.
A table of Stirling numbers of the second kind may be constructed using the 
theorem. The following shows the Stirling numbers for 1 < k < n < 5.
Table 3 Stirling numbers o f the second kind, S(n, k)
n/k 1 2 3 4 5
1 1
2 1 1
3 1 3 1
4 1 7 6 1
5 I 15 25 1 0 1
Another form of the recursive relationship is given by the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.3: S(n + l,k) = gQ js(j,k -l).
Proof: Given k classes of an (n +1)- element set, fix an element; call it b. In each 
of the k  partitions, eliminate the class which contains b. There now are (k -1 )  classes on
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eliminate a class which contains b and has j  elements, for a total of
v j ;  
S ( j,k -1 ) .
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ways to
Summing for each possible value of j , the result is obtained.
It will also be of use to determine a generating function for the Stirling numbers of 
the second kind. Using the second definition of Stirling numbers of the second kind, we
/  a  \  n
can calculate the expected value of X": E(X“) = E ^ S (n ,k )(X )^  = ^S (n ,k )E [(X )^ ].
V V k = l
Now, by the Taylor series expansion of e\
E(e"^) = E f 1 + zX +
 ^  ^ L 2 ! m!
= l + zE(X) + |y E ( X ')+ - - -+ ^ E (X " ‘)
,m  mZ
m=0 ^  * n=0
= Z r T Z s ( m ,n ) E [ ( X ) J
= X E [ ( X ) J X S ( m ,n ) ^
n=0
Recall the factorial moment generating function is defined by e((1 + 1 )^) = ^  E[(x)
0 = 0
Now, E(e"^} = e [(1 + t)*l if and only if t = e" - 1  Thus, —  = -------- —. Using these
n! n!
equations and substituting, we obtain
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I = I E [ ( X ) j L _ ^  = 2 E [(X ).]% S(m ,n)^ . Thus,
n=0 ^  • 0=0 ^  * 0=0 m=0 ^  *
l î l ^  = X S { m ,n )^ l ,a n d
n! m!
( e - - 0 ‘
n!
is a generating function for Stirling numbers of the second kind.
(3.1)
Relationships Between Stirling Numbers
“The Stirling numbers occur when relating moments to lower factorial moments”
[5] (p.43).
Definition 3.5: If f i f X )  is the rth moment of X and is the rth factorial
moment of X, then and may be expressed as:
^(D = X S ( " ’*^ )^ (k)•
k=l k=l
Similarly, for the cumulant, k ,^ and the factorial cumulant, :
0  0
' (^r) = X S(n .kK (k)
k=l k=l
From this definition, it is obvious that Stirling numbers of the first and second 
kind are inverses. Just as Stirling numbers of the second kind are the coefficients of the 
expansions of powers into factorials, Stirling numbers of the first kind are the coefficients 
of the expansions of factorials into powers. In particular.
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W . and x" = ^ S (n ,k ) (x )^
k=0 k= 0
for n = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . .  .
Given that the two kinds of Stirling numbers are inverses of each other, the 
following statements can be made:
1) ^ S (n ,k )s (k ,m ) = 5 ^ ,  where 5 ^  is a Kronecker delta;
2 ) a, = ^ s(n ,k )b ^ . if and only if b„ = ^ S ( n ,k ) a t .
k = l k=l
These may be found by direct substitution of the definitions.
Bell Numbers
Stirling numbers of the second kind and Bell numbers are directly related. 
Stirling numbers are the number of partitions of n elements into k  classes, and Bell 
numbers are the total number of partitions of a set with n elements.
Definition 3.6: The Bell number, B„, is defined as:
B . = X S ( n , k ) ,
k = l
Example 3.5: Find B .^
B3=S(3,1)  + S(3,2) + S(3,3)
= 1 + 3 + 1  
= 5.
Using set notation, if we have a three element set A = (a, b,c}, there is one way to 
partition A into one set, {a,b,c}; three ways to partition it into 2 sets, ({a},{b,c}).
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((b},{a,c}), ({c},{a,b}); and one way to partition it into three sets. {a},{b},{c}. These 
are the only ways A can be partitioned, so B3  = 5.
As would be expected. Bell numbers can be calculated using a recursive 
relationship.
Theorem 3.4: B„+, =
j=o v J /
Proof: B,+, = ]£  S(n +1, k)
I)
k=l
k = i  j = o  V  J  /
r »+i
j= 0
= Z  ; Z % , k - 1 )
Jy k=i
= I
j=0 ■K
Bell Polynomials
Suppose/and g are continuously differentiable functions. The composite 
function o f/an d  g can be written as an exponential generating function through its 
derivatives. Such functions are called Bell polynomials, “which are an important feature 
of many combinatorial and statistical problems” [12] (p.35).
d “Let h(t) = f(g(t)); that is, h is the composite o f/a n d  g. Denote h„ = —  h,
dt
d" d"f„ = —  f , and g„ = — g . Then the first four Bell polynomials are: 
dg dt
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hi = f.gi
hz = W + f i g i
h] = W + 4 (3 g lg 2 )  +  flg3
h4 = C g*  +  4(6g2gf) +  f2 (4 g ;g ,+ 3 g j)  +  f,g.
Definition 3.7: In general form, the Bell polynomials are the h„ defined by
hn = flh„ .l+ f 2 h„.2 +-"+f„h„,„ =X4h„.lc(gpg2>•••g„)•
lc=l
Note the h„ ^’s are polynomials which do not depend on/ ,  so they may be determined by 
the choice o f/. Suppose f(x) = e " . Then, after arduous calculations, one obtains:
^ “(g '’g 2 ’' ’' ’^ ' ) " l r ^ \ § ( l ! ) ' ‘"-(k l)"‘(A ,!)--.(A J.)^ g2 - " g k ‘ ^.
where the inner sum is over all partitions of n with exactly k  classes; i.e., ^  Aj = k, and 
^  iA; = n. This formula is known as Faa DiBnino ’s formula.
The Bell polynomials have a direct statistical application in relating the cumulants 
to the ordinary moments. Given k ,^ the rth cumulant, and , the nth moment,
= h ,( f ; / i 'i , . . . ,J t 'J .
In addition, the h „ k n o w n  as the exponential Bell polynomials, evaluated for 
certain values of g^  result in other combinatorial numbers:
1) h„ |j(l,l,l,...) = S(n,k) (Stirling numbers of the second kind);
2) h„ t(0!,l!,2 !,...) = |s(n,k)| (signless Stirling numbers of the first kind);
3) h„ 1.( 1 !,2!,3!,...) = L(n,k) (Lah numbers).
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Lah Numbers
Definition 3.8: Let(-x)_j = —x(—x — x —n + l). The Lah numbers, L (n,k), 
are those numbers which satisfy the equation
(-x)„ = X L (n ,k )(x )^  or
k=0
W k = Z L (n ,k ) ( -x )^ .
k=0
for n = 0 ,1 ,..., where L(n,k) = 0 for k > n.The Lah numbers may be calculated by the 
following recursive formula:
Theorem 3.5: L(n + l,k) = - L ( n , k - l ) - ( n  + k)L(n,k).
a+ 1
k = l
Proof: %  L(n +1, k)(x)^ = (-x)„^, = ( - x  -  n)(-x),
= ( - x - n ) jL ( n ,k ) ( x ) ^
k= l
= X  L(n. k )[-(x  -  k) -  (n + k)](x)^
ic=l
= X [-L (n ,k)(x)^^ , - ( n  + k )L (n ,k )(x )J
lc=l
n+1 a
= X - L ( n , k -  l)(x)^ + £  -(n  + k)L(n, k)(x)^
k= 2 k= l
The coefficients of (x)^ yield the result.
The following two identities lead to the combinatorial interpretation of Lah 
numbers.
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Ih = 0 £ = m l 6 : I) X .L ( n ,k ) ^  = ( ± ] ( ^ ]  ;
2) L(n,k) = ( - ! ) '
n iV  n ~ r  
. k ! A k - l
Proof of (1): By definition, ^|^L(n,k)(x)^. = (-x )^ . Multiplying both sides by
— , and summing over n yields 
n!
i + t )  I i+ t
=Z. - t  
, 1  + t
Thus, the result is obtained.
Proof of (2): From the previous result, ^ ^ L (n ,k ) 1
n! Vkl Al  +  ty
- t
■ T . Thus,
£ ^ L ( n , k ) + - — ( - t ‘ (l + t)-“)
r.j + k - n  
j
= z ,
1 / j + k - r
R  j  .
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Since
n - 1 ' ( n - l ) !
n - 1
^ n - k y
k - Ln - k j  ( n - k ) ! ( k - l ) !
Hence, L(n,k) = (-1)"
The factorial piece of this definition of the Lah numbers has a direct combinatorial 
interpretation as the number of ways of placing n distinguishable objects into k 
indistinguishable boxes, paying attention to the order in which the objects are placed, 
with no boxes left empty.
Example 3.6: Suppose there are 4 balls, numbered 1-4, and 3 boxes. There are
<3!;
r 4 - p
3 - L
= 1 2  ways to place these balls into the boxes:
1/2/34 1/4/23 2/4/13
1/2/43 1/4/32 2/4/31
1/3/24 2/3/14 3/4/12
1/3/42 2/3/41 3/4/21.
The Lah numbers for small n and k are summarized in the following table.
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Table 4 Lah numbers, L(n,k)
n\k 1 2 3 4 5
1 -1
2 2 1
3 •6 -6 -1
4 24 36 12 1
5 -120 -240 -120 -20 -1
The relationship between Lah numbers and Stirling numbers is given by the 
following theorem.
Theorem 3.7: L(n,k) = X ( - 0^s(n, j)S(j,k).
j=k
Proof: X U ï^ ’kXx)^ = (-x )k  = X (" O M n J )x '
j= lk = l
j= l k=I
= X X (~ ^ ) 's (n j)S (j,k )(x )^
k = l j= l
Therefore, the result is obtained.
C-Numbers
The coefficient of the generalized factorial, or C-number, is “a double sequence of 
numbers...which depends on a real...parameter s and for s = -1  reduces to the Lah 
numbers” [3] (p.2549).
Definition 3.9: Suppose (st)„ = st(st -  l)(st -  2)- • -(st -  n +1), for n = 1,2,... and
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n
(st)o = 1 . Let (st)^ = ^ C (n ,k ,s )( t) |^ , for n = 0,1,2,... . Then C(n,k,s) is the C-number
k=0
with scale parameter s (any real number), with conditions C(0,0,s) = 1, C(n, k,s) =  0 for 
k = n,n + I , . . . , and C(n,k,-1) = L(n,k).
An alternative definition, which leads to a combinatorial interpretation is:
C(n,k,s) = X j ^ (_ !)“-  M(sr)„,
^  • r= 0  V
for k = 0,1,2,...,n  and n = 0,1,2,... . When s is an integer, this definition may be 
interpreted as:
1) k !C(n, k,s) is the number of ways to put n balls into k  cells each containing s 
compartments, with no cell left empty and a maximum of one ball in each compartment. 
If there is no limit on the number of balls in each compartment, then this number is 
(- l)"k !C (n ,k ,-s).
2) k !C (n ,k ,s)/ n! is the number of ways to draw n balls, without replacement, 
out of s identical balls from each of k  different kinds, with each of the k kinds represented 
in the sample.
As would be expected, the C-numbers are related to the Stirling numbers through
n
the Lah numbers. Recall that L(n,k) = X ,(~0^s(n, j)S(j,k), and C (n,k,-1) = L (n ,k).
j = k
Using these two facts, it is easy to obtain the subsequent definition.
Definition 3.10: C(n,k,s) = ^ (s^ )s(n ,j)S (j,k ).
j = k
The C-numbers have the following recursive relationship.
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Theorem 3.8: C(n +1, k,s) = (sk -  a)C(n, k,s) +  sC(n, k -  l,s ) , 
for k  = l,2 ,. . . ,n  +  l and n = 0 ,1 ,2 ,... .
Proof: From the combinatorial definition of C-numbers,
C(n + 1, k,s) =
K  • r=0 V ‘ /
r=0
= \ s r ) . + X (-1 )""M ( r - k)(sr)^ -  nC(n,k,s)
r=0 r=0
(sk -n )C (n ,k ,s )  + — (-l)|^-^— j ( r - k ) ] £ ( - l ) ‘' '  ^ j(sr)„
= (sk -n )C (n ,k ,s )  + —  ^ j(sr).
= (sk -  n)C(n, k, s) + sC(n, k -1 , s ) .
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Combinatorial Applications in Discrete 
Statistical Distributions
The combinatorial numbers discussed in the previous chapter have many uses in 
discrete statistical distributions, only a few of which will be discussed here. These uses 
include, but are not limited to, general occupancy problems.
Poisson Distribution
The Poisson distribution is one of the basic discrete distributions in statistics. It is 
generally used in problems involving waiting times or recurring events, such as the 
number of telephone calls received on a certain line. It is also the distribution most often 
related to the Stirling numbers.
Definition 3.11: A random variable X  with probability density function
f(x) =  is said to have a Poisson distribution with parameter A, for A > 0 and
x!
X  — 0,1,2,... .
Suppose the following condition exists: m balls are randomly distributed into n 
distinguishable urns. Suppose the probability that r balls are in any specific urn is known. 
Denote this probability as q^, and let q, be a Poisson distribution. Now, the conditional 
probability p^(m, n) that k  urns are occupied is given by Charalambides as
p,{m, n) = ■ 0 .2 )
where k = 1 ,2 , . ..,n  and q^Cn), m = 0 ,1 ,2 , ..., is the n-fold convolution of q^, r = 0 , 1 ,2 , . . .  .
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Now, since q, is Poisson, q  ^= ■ ■ implies q^(u) = ------      Define the Sterling
r!
A“0 “
m!
numbers of the second kind a s  . Equation (3.2) may now be written as:
k!
Theorem 3.9: Pt(m,n) = n"” (n)^S(m,k), k = 1,2,.. . ,n .
Proof: Expanding q^(n) and q,„(u).
. n - k
(nA)"’ e‘^ m ! u=0
n! e“"
( n - k ) !  n"'e qo k! lu= 0  *
Now, evaluating at u = 0 yields
f  e “^ "\
(n)k “  qoS(m,k).
I "  J
By expanding q^, we obtain qô = e"^ , so
(n)k —  qSS(m,k) = (n)^n‘"’S(m ,k).
J
If the same problem is rewritten such that balls are distributed into the n urns until 
k  are occupied, the probability that m balls are required is given by Charalambides as:
"  I q ^ W  [ ( i T ^ ) ^ '  m = k ,k  + 1 .......
Then, the probability function of the number of balls required is given by 
q„(k,n)  = n '"''’‘( n ) ^ . ,S ( m - l ,k - l ) ,  m = k ,k  +  l , . . . .
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The mth moment of the Poisson distribution may be written in terms of Sterling 
numbers of the second kind. First, we must find the probability generating function. This
k -A“ A eis done by noting that the sum of a probability density function is one; i.e., ^  = 1.
ic=o k!
This implies that X  —  = ■ Now, the generating fimction for the Poisson distribution is
ic=o k !
given by X ~ — (t""). Thus, 
k=o k!
k=0
= e A" , A'1 +  A t  H 1~ 4-------- 1 ^ + '
2 3!
-A= e Ÿ  (-^t)
à  k!
k \
Therefore, the moment generating function is given by:
Mj(t) = exp(-A  + Ae‘)
= exp[A(e‘ -  l)j
0 = 0 n!
Now, using the generating function for Stirling numbers of the second kind (equation 
3.1), we obtain:
«» œ . m
M x ( 0  = X '^ '‘S s ( m ,n )  —
0=0 m=n
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= È ~ 7 S s(m ,n )A “
m=0 t n  • Q=o
Thus, ; tm=XS(m,n)A" .
n=0
Through relationship (2.2), the binomial moment generating function for the
Poisson may be found from the moment generating function to be
°° A"t° A"
B(t) =exp At = X  . Thus, the binomial moment is B„ = — . We may also find the
"  n! n!
cumulant generating function from the moment generating function. Here,
fc/t) = log /r '/t)  = A(e‘ - 1) = A 
Thus, all cumulants of the Poisson are equal to A.
Binomial Distribution
Suppose that on a single trial of an experiment, there are only two outcomes, 
success or failure. Let a success occur with probability p, and a failure occur with 
probability q = 1 -  p.
Definition 3.12: A Bernoulli trial is an experiment with only on of two outcomes, 
success or failure. A Bernoulli distribution is the probability density function of a 
random variable X such that X is found by a Bernoulli trial. The probability density 
function is
f(x) = p"q‘"% x = 0,l 
where x = 1 corresponds to a success, and x = 0 corresponds to a failure.
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Example 3.7: Suppose a biased coin has a probability of 1/3 for a head. If a head 
is considered a success, the probability density function is f(x) =  (I/3)*(2/3)'~*. Thus, if  a 
head is tossed, we have f(l) =  1/3.
Definition 3.13: A binomial distribution is a distribution for a series of n 
independent Bernoulli trials, each with probability of success p. The probability density 
function is given by
f(x) =
''n '\
p ^ q " " * ,  X  = 0,l,...,n .
The binomial distribution is related to the Poisson distribution in that the limit as 
n -4  oo of the binomial is the Poisson.
The moment generating function for the binomial distribution is 
Mx(t) = (pe‘ +q)°,  thus the cumulant generating function is n ln(pe‘ + q ) . We may now 
find the cumulant in terms of Stirling numbers of the second kind.
nln(pe‘ + q) = n X ( - l ) ‘“‘Q j p ‘(e‘ - 1)‘
Now, using the moment generating function for Stirling numbers of the second kind, 
equation 3.1, we obtain:
J* / i \  . m
“ O' = nX(-l)'"‘p'(i -1)X m ) —
= p‘(i -  0  !S(n, m ) |.
The coefficient of —  is the /nth cumulant, found by multiplying n by the expansion of 
m !
the inner sum.
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